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63. [Anon.] On the Norfolk Broads. Pamphlet, [Great Eastern Railway], [London],
1910. 3-24,[6]pp Oblong 32mo
Modest soiling the black and white illustrated covers and
with a small signature to the top right corner and a
small tear to the bottom of the rear. Very good clean
condition internally and appears complete with the front
cover forming pages one and two.
Small pamphlet published by the Great Eastern Railway
in Stratford, London for their customers and with ticket prices printed inside. £65
64. Shelley, Henry C. Untrodden English Ways. HB, Siegle, Hill & Co., London,
1910. (iii)-xv,[1],341,[1]pp 8vo
Fine bright green cloth boards with fine gilt decoration and TEG. Ink
inscription to the ffep and in very good internal condition. With 32
plates of photographs.
The chapter on the Norfolk Broads is on pages 215-226. It is
supported by three photographic plates – Horning Ferry, On the Bure
& Harvest in the Broads and Home from the Broads. £25

65. Poulton & Sons. Rivers & Broads of Norfolk and Suffolk. HB, Jarrold & Sons,
London, [c. 1910]. 8vo
Gilt decorated red cloth boards in very good clean condition with a
little rubbing to the edges.
A single folded sheet of Broads photographs with a mixture of one
or two to a page. These are in fine clean condition. A laid down
single folded Jarrolds publisher list is sound but tanned with some
foxing.
14 titled photographs in total with full pages for Wroxham Broad,
Horning Ferry, Oulton Broad and Thorpe Village. £25
66.

[Anon.] Souvenir of the Broads. HB, [c. 1910]. (32)pp Oblong 8vo
Very good purple boards with minor edge wear and
title in gilt to the front. 16 tipped in sepia views are
all in fine condition as are the clean endpapers.
No publisher is indicated in this simple but good
sized book of 16 tipped in titled Broads photos on
brown paper. The photos measure approximately
7” x 5”. £25
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67. [Anon.] On the Norfolk Broads. Pamphlet,
[Great Eastern Railway], [London], 1912. 24,[8]pp
Oblong 32mo
A very good copy with minor soiling to the bright
covers and clean inside with many illustrations. £65
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68. Ayrton, William. Pen and Pencil Sketches in Norfolk and Suffolk. HB,
William Clowes and Sons, Ltd., Beccles, [c. 1912]. (32)pp Oblong Large 8vo
The brown card boards with illustration on the front
are slightly worn with wear also to the spine, and
there is some minor staining to the bottom right
front corner. The endpapers are unmarked and the
text is in fine clean condition. In the rear folder are
8 loose tipped in colour plates on brown paper and
these are all in very fine condition. Each is signed
in pencil to the bottom left corner by W Ayrton.
There are 8 Broadland scenes each with the title
underneath the tipped in plate and also a list of plates within the text. All were by
Ayrton and dated between 1902 and 1911. The text, also by Ayrton, extols the virtues
of the natural delights of the Broads. An expensive book to produce it was presumably
financed by Ayrton himself. £35
69. [Anon.] Twenty Views of Norwich, Wroxham, and the Broads. Pamphlet,
W. H. Smith & Son, London, [1914]. [20]pp Oblong 32mo
Dark green covers with minor soiling but little wear.
Soiling to the margins but not generally affecting the
photographs. The centre page is loose.
Small slim pamphlet with 20 photographs of Norwich and
the Broads presumably principally sold in the bookstalls
of WH Smith. £12.50
70. [Anon.] Twenty Views of Norwich, Wroxham, and the Broads. Pamphlet,
W. H. Smith & Son, London, [1914]. [20]pp Oblong 32mo
Faded green covers but largely clean with little
wear. Inscription dated 1943 just inside the front
cover. The photographs are in very good clean
condition but the centre page is loose. £12.50

71. Nevill, Constance, The Ruined Abbey in the Marshes. PB, Jarrold & Sons,
London, [1917]. [6],29,[1]pp 12mo
Soiling and foxing to the covers with wear to the overlap and a
little loss to the bottom of the spine. Inside is stamped ‘With
Messrs. Duff, Morgan & Vermont’s Ltd., Compliments and
Greetings, Xmas, 1917.’ There is modest foxing to the text but
the eight plates of photographs are only slightly affected and
overall the contents are very good.
A small booklet about the Broads and St. Benet’s Abbey. £12.50
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72. Money-Coutts, Hugh; Maxwell, Donald [Illustrator]. The Broads 1919. HB, John
Lane, The Bodley Head, London, 1920. [2],27,[3]pp 8vo
There is some sunning to parts of the blue boards and a little
wear to the corners. Otherwise the cloth backed boards are
very good. Ex libris bookplate of J. Howard Kirk to the front
pastedown and with tanning to the front and rear free
endpapers. There is light foxing throughout but not affecting
the fine frontispiece by Donald Maxwell.
A book of Broadland verse epitomising what the Broads
represented to so many visitors after the first world war.
£40
73. [Anon.] Annis’s Guide to the Rivers & Broads of Norfolk & Suffolk.
Pamphlet, [c. 1920s]. 40pp 12mo
Bright orange covers in very good condition with only slight wear.
The contents are also in very good clean condition with minor
rust stains only.
Issued on behalf of ‘The Yarmouth and Gorleston Steamboat
Company, Ltd.’ for its passengers. These pamphlets are seen in
3 colours (the third being green). £15
74. [Anon.] Annis’s Guide to the Rivers & Broads of Norfolk & Suffolk.
Pamphlet, [c. 1920s]. 40pp 12mo
Blue covers are slightly worn, creased and soiled. The
contents are very good with a little creasing and some rust
stains. £15

75. [Anon.] Cruises Through Beautiful Broadland. Pamphlet, Powell & Co.,
Lowestoft, [c. 1920s]. 8pp 12mo
Bright clean red covers in very good condition. Tanning to the
first and last page but otherwise the contents are very good with
a single centre plate featuring advertising and seven photographs.
Small promotional pamphlet on behalf of Lowestoft River Trips
Limited. £20
76. Stephen, Geo. A. Books on the Broads: A Chronological Bibliography.
Pamphlet, [Geo. A. Stephen], Norwich, 1921. 16pp 12mo
The delicate cover is tanned, slightly brittled and torn at the
crease. Signature of Alan Hunter to the front cover. The
title page and author index are also tanned but the contents
are otherwise all very good. The ‘original’ bibliography of the
Broads by the former City Librarian. Reprinted from ‘The
Norwich Mercury. £25
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77. Robinson, Jack. Broadland Yachting. PB, Jack Robinson, Oulton Broad, 2nd
Edition, 1921. 110pp 12mo
The paper covers are in very good bright condition with very minor
soiling and a little foxing. There is heavy foxing to the page
edges and light to heavy foxing throughout the contents. Tipped
in just inside is a tide table for Yarmouth Bar 1922 with a listing of
Regatta fixtures. The 1921 tide table is printed to the verso of the
rear cover. Other than the foxing the contents are in very good
condition.
With frontis illustration of the author, “At your Service – Ashore or
Afloat. Jack Robinson.”, and an advert offering sailing lessons by
him at the beginning of the section of yachting photos. £35
78.

Housley, S. J. Comfort in Small Craft: A practical handbook of Sailing and
Cookery. HB DW, Blake’s Ltd., London, 1925. 6],128,[2]pp
12mo
The dust jacket has been laid down on modern card and
whilst bright has significant loss to the rear and spine plus
tears, wear and creases. There is soiling to the page edges
but the blue cloth boards are in very good clean condition.
There is minor foxing throughout, with more to the title
page, otherwise it is very good internally.
A guide published by Blake’s. They advise that having
purchased the copyright from the author they have reduced the price from 3/6 to 2/6.
£12.50
79. Chamberlin, Cecil R. Chamberlin’s Guide to the Norfolk Broads (1926
Edition). PB, C. R Chamberlin, Norwich, 1st Edition, 1926. 109,[1]pp 8vo
There is some wear to the spine and minor soiling otherwise the
covers are in very good condition. There have been repairs
however with a new cream card present between the cover and
title page. The contents including many photos and local adverts
are in very good clean condition with only glue stains to the
foreword indicating an updated foreword was laid down but later
removed. There is a pocket just inside the front cover with
certain contents indicated. It now has a single folded sheet
supplement showing Low Water at Yacht Station, Great Yarmouth
in 1928. Chamberlin deemed it wise to use qualified experts to contribute to his Broads
guide and articles include ‘The Broads – Art and Artists’ by L. R. Nightingale, and ‘The
Marine Motor in Broadland’ by “Adrian.” £75
80. Stephen, Geo. A. 100 Pictures of the Norfolk Broads: Picturesque
Waterways of East Anglia. PB, Jarrold & Sons, Ltd., Norwich, 1927. vi,100,[24]pp
8vo
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The illustrated paper covers have some wear including to the
spine and are slightly rubbed and stained. Whilst there is
minor tanning to the margins of the illustrations the contents
are overall in very good clean condition. 24 page illustrated
local advertising section to the rear.
Consists primarily of 100 photographs plus description, one
to each page. A varied selection of photographs including
one of Arthur Patterson courtesy of ‘The Norwich Mercury’.
It is a companion to those on Norwich and the East Coast. £25
81. Robinson, Jack. Broadland Yachting, Motor Cruising, and Motor Boating, on
the Broads. HB, Jack Robinson, Oulton Broad, 1928. 108,[4]pp 12mo
The mustard cloth boards are in very good condition with only minor
staining and soiling. The endpapers are foxed but the contents
including many plates are in very good condition though with
cracking between the frontis plate and title page.
A guide to the Broads and sailing on it. With a frontis illustration of
the author, “Motor Cruising or Sailing, I am at your Service, Jack
Robinson.” £35
82. Rackham, Wm. Leslie. Everybody’s “Broadland”.
PB, Gibbs & Waller, Ltd., 2nd Edition, [1931]. 80pp 8vo
Clean and bright illustrated paper covers with wear to the
centre crease and the slightly rusting staples. The contents
are all in fine clean condition.
Guide to the Broads with illustrations by William Leslie
Rackham, and full of his yarns and anecdotes. £45
83. Rackham, Wm. Leslie. Everybody’s “Broadland”.
Paper recased on card, Gibbs & Waller, Ltd., 2nd Edition, [1931].
80pp 8vo
This copy is recased on blue card with a blue cloth spine and the
remainder of the original front cover laid on top. There is foxing
to the earlier and latter pages otherwise the contents are in very
good condition. £25

84. Robinson, Jack. Motor Cruising on the Broads: Motor Cruising, and how to
manage a Motor Boat, etc. Card Covers, Jack Robinson, Oulton Broad, 1934.
110,[2]pp 12mo
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Bright pictorial card covers with only minor soiling to these
and the page edges. Soundly bound and in very good
internal condition with many photographic plates.
A practical handbook which shows that the way people
holidayed on the Broads had rapidly changed since his earlier
work. Includes a chapter ‘Pen-Pictures of our splendid
holiday’ by Norman E. Game. £45

85. Miller, A. G. What to do on the Norfolk Broads 1936. Yachtman’s Guide,
Motor Tour Book and Holiday Handbook to Broadland. PB, A. G. Miller, 1936.
144pp 4to
The paper covers are bright with creasing plus a small chip to
the bottom front corner. It has only minor wear and soiling
and an inscription ‘Return to Derek Young’ on the front. The
contents are in very good clean condition and loose inside is a
Roys of Wroxham receipt for butter, pork pies etc. dated April
1938.
Full of photographs, maps and advertising including one for
Crilly Airways ‘To the Broads …. By Air!’. £75
86. Rudd, A. J. The Norfolk Broads: Fishing Yachting Cruising. PB, A. J. Rudd,
1937. 96pp Large 8vo
The paper covers are soiled with many creases and small
tears, and have also been reattached to the contents by
tape. Three new staples ensure all the contents are secured
and there is minor foxing throughout the text. The contents
are generally very good and include a diary of Broadland
events the printed parts of which have not been added to.
Inside the rear pocket is a creased and stained booklet of
fishing instructions which is indicated to have come with the
purchase of fishing tackle.
This guide includes many photos, maps and local adverts
with a particular emphasis on fishing. £25
87. Housley, S. J. Sailing made easy and comfort in small craft[,] also how to
run a motor cruiser: A practical handbook of sailing and cookery. HB DW,
Blake’s Ltd., 2nd Reprint of Revised Edition, 1937. [6],138pp 12mo
The dust jacket is largely bright but is soiled and there is some
minor edge wear. The boards are bright and clean but there is
soiling to the upper page edges. There is minor foxing to the early
pages and more prominent foxing the page edges at the rear.
Otherwise the contents are all very good. £12.50
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88. Miller’s What to do on the Norfolk Broads 1939. Holiday Handbook and
Guide to Broadland. PB, Jarrold & Sons, Ltd., Norwich, 1939. 128pp 4to
The paper covers are bright but soiled and worn, with slight
loss to some corners and loss to the top right rear corner of
4cm x 1cm. There is a little foxing to the first and last pages
and minor creasing to the page corners but overall the
contents are in very good clean condition and soundly bound
with only slightly rusting staples.
A comprehensive guide full of photos, maps and advertising.
Now incorporating Fishing in Norfolk Waters by A. J. Rudd.
£75
89. Hewitt, Reginald James. “Wild Rose” The story of a cruising holiday. HB,
[Privately Published], [Newcastle-on-Tyne], [1946]. [6],74pp 12mo
The brown cloth boards are soiled and stained with some
rubbing. Signed by the author to the ffep dated 1947. Minor
cracking and staining but otherwise in very good internal
condition with one plate of ‘Wild Rose’.
A comprehensive narrative of a trip from the North East to and
on the Broads. Hewitt advises he was a native of Norfolk and
decided to purchase the craft within minutes of seeing it. £45
90. Colman Green, G. The Norfolk Wherry: Its Construction, Evolution and
History. [Including] Supplement of Pictures. Selected from many of the
originals painted by the Author G. Colman Green, M.R.S.T. HB DW, Geo R.
Reeve, Wymondham, Revised Edition, 1953. xi,[1],50,[2],[4],12pp 8vo
The dust jacket is bright and unclipped but is soiled and has
several chips and tears. There is a little tanning to the edges
of the blue boards which are otherwise very good and clean.
The contents including 12 pages of plates at the rear are in
fine condition.
This is a revised edition of a publication first produced the
Model Yachting Association in 1937. Included are a new
foreword by Alfred Munnings, 2 pages of author’s notes and
many new drawings. £75
91. Griffin, Harry F. G. Quays Without Locks. Card Covers, R. B. Bradbeer Limited,
Lowestoft, 1953. 72pp 12mo
Pictorial boards are sound with wear largely confined to the spine
plus a little soiling. The contents including 24 black and white
photographic illustrations are in fine condition.
Produced by new Broads boat Hire Company Bradbeer this guide
includes diaries of several trips between March and October.
£12
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